A GREAT AWAKENING IS COMING
August 4, 2013
To the Whole Earth
Yahweh says:
Now the time has come for earth-shaking details in what the Great Way wills
in great power in the servant as the Great Way shall have it released into your
earth. Amen. Powerful changes are in the Powerful Great Way’s will this day.
Yahweh speaks it.
I will make it plain that there will be a major earth-shaking detail, such as never seen in
any previous plans or spiritual events. There is moving in the unseen, a great detail that
will make it clear that a new world is taking shape in a great Kingdom powerful shifting
that shall make it so that the earth drinks what is filling you this day, servant. There shall
be a world-moving in soul harvest, such as never seen in any previous will ways given.
There will be earth-changing movings to shift what the land has been drinking in what is
named “Satan’s will.” There will be a great awakening, such as never seen in the whole
earth due to portals from Heaven opening while the Gospel is shared in God’s power.
Many will drink it and will turn to drink eternal life in the Heaven with the Lord of all, in
God’s Kingdom. There will be a breakthrough in the earth that will break off the chains
of darkness nation by nation. You have a way to finish it, in being filled with the blue
stream in the great moving of power and fire. Now have it take up a plan in the work
that is given for your Great Way’s will that must be moved on. Powerful changes will
shake up the whole earth way, to cause the nations to turn and drink you in what is filling
you this day. Look at you in this detail: You are a messenger filled with great power—a
servant in the Great Way’s Service. Send a message into the unseen to let them know
that your Great King has given the order to go out into fallen work ways to give a new
base in the Great Way King Jesus, to place Kingdom influence into each realm and region.
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Powerful changes will come as the Great Way is moving in His way to influence the earth
through His vessels yielded to His full will in each detail. Now, earth: taste powerful
changes in the Great Way as He moves His Kingdom plan into the earth, where the Word
will be moved on, that the Kingdom will manifest on the earth just as it is in Heaven. So,
you will feel it—the powerful changes within you, servant. Go out and have this Great
Way’s powerful will be made known in a powerful way in great signs, wonders, and
miracles.
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